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HMI’s work could be classified as con-
sulting, not educational, activities.

By all accounts, when Walker profes-
sor of medicine Je≠rey S. Flier became
HMS dean last September, HMI’s fate
had already been decided. (Flier declined
to comment for this story, deferring to
Hyman.) And so, if the agreement be-
comes o∞cial—as both parties said was
imminent at press time—HMI’s 60 em-
ployees will become Partners employees,
and the new organization will be known
as Partners-Harvard Medical Interna-
tional (PHMI), for the purpose of new
contracts, for the first five years. (Admin-
istrators from the University and Part-
ners give di≠erent answers regarding
whether Partners will have the option to
negotiate using the Harvard name be-
yond that initial period.) PHMI would
honor all existing contracts under their
original terms, and employees who have
HMS a∞liations—such as Jeon, who is
an instructor in anaesthesia—would
keep them.

As harvard leaves this market, other
universities are rushing in. Johns Hopkins
has a robust international consulting

presence; Cornell has even opened a
branch campus of its medical school in
Qatar—students receive M.D. degrees
from the university, just as they would if
they attended the main campus in Man-
hattan. The di≠erence, Domínguez and
other administrators say, is that Harvard
does not own its teaching hospitals, and
so is not in a position to advise anyone on
how to operate hospitals.

Much discussion has focused on
whether HMI loses or gains from the
transition, but this tabulation is missing
a factor, says Henry Rosovsky, Geyser
University Professor emeritus and former
dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
who held an ex o∞cio seat on the HMI
board of directors for 10 years as a mem-
ber of the Harvard Corporation. “The
question may also be, does Harvard lose
anything?” HMI “improved the quality of
medicine in many parts of the world,”
says Rosovsky (who is president of the
Har vard Magazine board of directors).

“That doesn’t seem to me to be such a
bad activity for the Harvard Medical
School or for the University to engage
in.” Facilitating the delivery of top-notch
healthcare, even to the relatively wealthy,
he says, raises the standard of care for
everyone in a given region, directly or in-
directly, through improving the quality
of facilities available and the education
level of local doctors.

What’s more, the model that says med-
ical advances develop in the United
States and ripple out to the rest of the
world may be outdated. Those who have
worked on HMI projects are apt to say
they gained as much knowledge as they
imparted. This was the case for Thomas
H. Lee Jr.—a Partners executive who
holds teaching appointments in medicine
and health policy at HMS and HSPH—
when HMI sent him to Japan to speak to
doctors about aspirin and heart disease.
American physicians recommend that
people at risk for heart disease take as-
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The Fogg and Busch-Reisinger Museums

at 32 Quincy Street will close their doors

on June 30 for five years (see “Art Mu-

seum Two-Step,” January-February, page

62). But before they do, the Harvard Uni-

versity Art Museums (HUAM) will preview

the plans for renovation in a small exhibi-

tion hinting at the design approach unfold-

ing in the offices of project architect

Renzo Piano. All but the original 1927 Fogg building will be torn

down as part of the massive project.

Although the design is still evolving as HUAM consults with

the Cambridge Historical Commission, the Massachusetts His-

torical Commission, the Harvard Corporation, and Cambridge

neighbors, the exhibition, opening May 18, is expected to include

a large model as well as sketch renderings of Piano’s plan. An-

choring the first-floor space will be the distinctive central court-

yard, with four separate galleries at the building’s corners. The

second floor will contain more gallery space, and the third will

include galleries as well an entrance to the study centers where

professors can use objects from the collections for teaching.

What will be most apparent from the outside, emphasizes

Cabot director of the museums Thomas W. Lentz, is that there

will no longer be front and back sides to the building: “We are

adding [a formal] entrance to the building on Prescott Street.”

Art of the Future?

Architect Renzo Piano is noted for “spaces that defer to art” and
has a gift for combining controlled natural light with artificial light,
says Thomas W. Lentz, director of the Art Museums. Lentz says
the architect’s buildings “always keep works of art front and cen-
ter,” whether as a result of his “sense of proportion in gallery
spaces,” or his “deep interest in materials and how they ‘live’ and
interact.” Above, a gallery at the Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas.




